Onetree
In May 1999 I was passing time browsing through an ArtWork magazine - I cannot remember where in
Newcastle I was nor what I was waiting for - when a small advert caught my eye.

I was intrigued and decided to talk to Derrick Earnshaw about the
possibility of working on a joint project. Derrick was a skilled wood
turner and carver, always ready for a wood-related challenge.
Derrick was interested in making bobbins for this project so I put in
an application requesting a small amount of seasoned timber and
some twiggy material.
After some correspondence we were accepted and early in 2000 I
received a shoebox with two pieces of seasoned wood and some
small sticks.
At that point I had no clear idea of what I was going to do and Derrick was waiting to hear my plans. It took a
week or two but eventually some ideas fell into place.
A hanging seen at a Knitting and Stitching show had given
me the idea of trapping pieces of wood between threads and
I like working rolled tallies. So I decided to cut the sticks
into short pieces and create, on a large scale, the texture of
an acorn cup by trapping the wood in rolled tallies. I had
just the right wool - spun from Anne Dyers’s small flock of
Castle Milk Moritz sheep.

I wondered about the possibility of producing a rounded 3-D acorn shape, but decided
that was too technically difficult, so opted for a stylised shape based on triangles.
I took my ideas to the next meeting of Northumbria Lacemakers where I was able to
discuss the project with Derrick and hand over the seasoned wood. It was two months
before we met up again and by that time Derrick had some sample bobbins and I had
some worked samples and a framework of fine brass tubing. It was not until then that
Derrick could really grasp what I was trying to do.

As I was working the ‘cup’ sections I was also planning the upper part. This I wanted to be more lacey and
enclose a tree, following through the idea that a tree is hidden within an acorn. I spent some time looking for
oak trees (discovering there were surprisingly few in the immediate neighbourhood) to decide on the shape the
tree should take, eventually choosing to use the veining of an oak leaf as a guide for the shape of the branches.
Working the tree was very much trial and error, starting each twig with plaits of wire, cotton and wool, and
gradually adding more wool as the branches widened into the trunk. A length of foam pipe-insulation proved to
be an ideal former for assembling the tree.

Meanwhile Derrick was working with the seasoned timber. There was twice as much wood as we had expected
so he could produce more than the planned half-dozen bobbins. He started with a pair of oak-leaf bobbins and a
pair of acorns, then added some of the many creatures to be found in an oak tree - a squirrel, owl and lacewing
moth - and an eighth bobbin with our initials and the date. These are all large bobbins, the sort I might use for
working with wool, but Derrick thought he should also go to the opposite extreme and produced a set of
miniature bobbins - one-twelfth scale. A spider’s web seemed the obvious way to include these on the tree.
By this time the project had a name - reflecting both the way the
germ of an oak tree is hidden within and acorn and the way craft skills
release the hidden objects within a variety of materials.

For the upper section I chose Binche snowflake ground
worked with silk and a silk/cashmere blend and arranged
so the lines of snowflakes spread out from the top. A large
number of bobbins were needed by the end of each panel.
The last of the wood yielded a collection of travel bobbins
for the outside of the upper panels and a scattering of
acorns for the ground.
A heavier shaded-green yarn was used to work a triangle
of half-stitch bobbin lace for the ground area.

Putting it all together was no easy task. I had tacked the
bits together quite early on to get a feel of the whole
hanging, but when it came to the final stages it was a
case of taking it all apart and working from the inside
out, stitching where possible with the threads used to
work the lace but sometimes resorting to invisible
thread.
Every element of the finished hanging is shown in this
photo taken from a corner of the hanging: three sizes of
turned wood bobbins and tiny turned acorns; pieces of
twig trapped in raised tallies; plus bobbin-made ground,
tree trunk and snowflake surround,

The finished piece is definitely different and the working
process was fascinating. It brought together two
completely different crafts - and craftspeople - to reveal
a sculpture that satisfied us both. We were proud to be
part of the onetree project and welcomed the opportunity
to look at our work in new ways and be part of an
amazing challenge.

onetree
The finished project involved seventy-four artists
working in thirty-four crafts, with all pieces - from a
flexible pig to a marquetry cabinet - displayed at the
venues listed below.
A book containing background information and photos
of all pieces (this is the official photo of
) was
published by Merrell in 2001 (ISBN 1 85894 133-4) and
some information remains on the onetree.org.uk website.
Postscript
has since been displayed at a number of venues
including the Lace Guild headquarters in Stourbridge.
The cup is now a pale sandy colour, bleached in the
same way that the coats of the Castle Milk Moritz sheep
bleach in the summer sun.

